
 

  

Proclaiming Evidence for Truth 
 

THIS WEEK'S CREATION MOMENT 
 

Don't Have a Cow, Man! 
 

Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard 

his spots? then may ye also do good, that are 

accustomed to do evil. – Jeremiah 13:23 
 

Many thousands of people have visited the 

Creation Moments website after seeing a photo we 

posted at the popular WND.com website. The 

photo shows a cow with spots on its hide that look 

exactly like a map of the world. We asked readers 

if they thought the map on the cow was just a lucky arrangement of spots or if 

the photo was the product of a Photoshop artist. 

 

Obviously, everyone knows that the cow's spots were put there by a designer. 

But we asked evolutionists to answer this question: If you agree that the cow's 

spots were designed, why do you say that the actual cow was not designed? 

After all, a living, breathing cow is infinitely more complex than the 

arrangement of spots on its hide. 

 

Evolutionists and atheists, of course, acknowledge that the pattern of the cow's 

spots was designed, but they will never admit that the cow itself was designed. 

That's because they are held captive by their faith built on the premise that there 

is no Designer. Though they can see the complexities of nature all around them, 

they say that everything was the result of mindless, natural processes. 

 

And that's why Darwinists have a cow whenever they hear a Bible-believing 

Christian say that things which appear to be designed actually were designed! If 

they weren't so biased against God, they'd know that the cow's spots in the photo 

reveal the incredibly huge blind spot in their own minds. 
 

Ref: http://www.creationmoments.com/node/5205. Photo: Photoshop artist unknown. 
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